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BringIt! Award

Well done to the following
children who brought their light
and gifts to school this week:

Bring your light to St Martin’s and
we will help it shine!
Stars of the Week
Learners of the Week
Congratulations to the following
children who have put amazing
effort into their learning this week:
Oakley J for trying very hard to
remember his new sounds in phonics
and match them to initial sounds in
words; Oscar B for showing amazing
effort when writing his innovated
Cornish Tale about Petroc the Dragon;
Brooke H for trying really hard to
sound out her words in her story in
Talk for Writing and even spotting
mistakes and correcting them in blue
pen; Summer C for an amazing week
in talk for writing. She has tried really
hard to include everything on her
toolkit;  Indigo-Violet T for showing
focus and effort in her Talk for Writing
and overcoming challenges
independently; Finlay P for working
so hard with his story structure and
handwriting in Talk for Writing;
Thomas C for improvements and
creativity in writing and Kai F for trying
so hard with his writing this week. His
traditional tale is really taking shape
and his Pie Corbett Haiku poem was
super!

What a fabulous bunch!

Wolf B for his theatrical talents this
week supporting children on stage
during helicopter stories; Phoebe T
for bringing her kind and caring nature
to our class this week; Oakly K for
showing how well he has learnt his 5
times tables by bringing a love for
challenge everyday in his Early
Morning Maths; Tilly B for running the
virtual cross country this week. Tilly
showed her talent of running and
perseverance! Nikodem S for bringing
a brilliant attitude to school everyday;
Dexter S for being amazing in our
Cross Country event; Amy P &
Summer H for working together to
#bringit to the cross country
competition; Jack M for bringing his
perseverance to school each day. He
is really working hard each day to
persevere through things that are
tricky.

5th Nov - Bonfire Night
10th Nov - Children in Need Cycle
Challenge
11th Nov - Armistice Day
16th Nov - Anti-Bullying Week

Collective Worship

#BringCreativity!
This term we are thinking about
the Christian value of respect and
this week, we’ve been focussing
on respecting our creativity as part
of creation.
We have been thinking about how
we are all children of God and
therefore co-creators with Him.
We have the ability to discover and
create wonderful things that can
help our world be a better place.

Mr Barker’s Sports Personality
of the week is:
Ethan M for his brilliant running in this
week's MAT cross country
competition. Ethan is only in Year 3
but did not stop running once for the
whole 3km and completed the run in
19m 50s. He even continued running
after finishing to help others in his
class complete the run meaning he
ended up running over 4.5km!
What a trooper!

Dates for your Diary

12th Oct - National Baking week
19th - Harvest Festival Week
26th Oct- Half Term
2nd Nov- Inset day
3rd Nov - Parliament Week

We started the week by watching a
short video of the birth of The
Universe and compared it to the
Genesis Creation Story.
We believe that it is important to
realise how special we are and
develop our creativity for the good
of others and the world in which
we live.
The following children showed a
real focus on looking after
creation and, as a part of
creation, developing their
creativity:

Abbie-Rose for writing her own prayer
to God thanking him for the creation of
her favourite things. This was done
spontaneously and independently;
Marnie H for being able to retell the
creation story and doing her best to
look after God’s creations; Finley J for
finding a hedgehog on the road and
keeping it safe with a towel and water
until it was ready to be returned into
the woods; Eviemay P for being very
creative when looking at Space Week.
She drew a fantastic picture of what
earth looks like from a satellite;
Hannah E for showing creativity by
finding solutions for challenges around
the classroom and helping others;
Leo D for creating a fantastic Solar
System painting for World Space
Week; Ava K for the kindness and
respect she shows to everyone! And
Owen R for working with some other
year 6 children and Mrs England to
help save our planet with the new
recycling project! Go Owen!
How lucky we are to have such
wonderful children.

enthusiastic teacher, she’s
absolutely amazing.
The classroom itself has a lovely
sense of calmness & this is
undoubtedly the result of much
thoughtful planning & care. The
children are so very, very, lucky
…”
Often, we hear only bad things
so to get these emails in a
space of a week is amazing and
wonderful to hear! We really are
lucky to have such a fabulous
team at St Martin’s.

Unfortunately, due to COVID, we are
unable to meet as a whole school to
celebrate Harvest this year. However,
our Nursery friends and Reception will
be visiting the church to take some
donations from the St Martin’s
community.
As many are experiencing hardship
this year, we are collecting for the
Liskeard Foodbank from next week.
We are asking for donations of any
dried, packet or tinned foods to help
support local families in need.

Galaxies replace Flocks
To mark Space Week, we are
introducing the new houses as
Galaxy Groups.
We ask our children to bring their
light to school and we will help
them shine - like the stars they
are.
The new houses have new

School Development
This week, teachers spent time
together looking at how to raise
standards for our children. We are
looking forward to a visit from a
National Lead Educator on
Tuesday. Kim Dorian Kemp is
working with us to ensure our
teaching is nothing short of
excellent.
We also welcome our governors
into school on Monday to give their
point of view on how we are
shaping up! In the meantime, we
received two lovely emails this
week:
“Thank you for allowing me to visit
the school. I was genuinely
impressed with the abundance of
rich, creative activities, the warm
welcome I received from all your
staff and the general atmosphere
at St Martin’s.”
“I was extremely impressed with
the class teacher, in my 25 years
of working with children in various
settings, I don’t think I have come
across a more talented &

Harvest Time

Questionnaires
Families have until Monday
afternoon to bring their
questionnaires in for a chance to
win a prize.
We will also be giving our children
questionnaires over the next week
and staff completed one the week
before.
All views are being collected so that
we can build a school built on
everyone’s voice.

National Baking Week

characters for each colour…
Asteroid......Pulsar…
Comet….and…..Meteor!
We will be nominating Galaxy
Leaders (House Captains) next
week.

Coming up...Outdoor Adventure
Y6 Drake’s Trail Cycle Challenge 13th October
Y3 - Lanhydrock Mountain Biking
23rd October

The End of the Day
We hope the changes to the end of the
day have solved some of the
challenges you were facing at pick up
time.

Next week, Nursery and Reception
will be baking all sorts of delicious
things for national baking week. If
you are a parent from that age
group - save some room!

I am so proud to be headteacher
of such a great school. Have a
lovely weekend and stay safe,
Mrs Shelley England
Headteacher

